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Gender, War, and World
Order
A Study of Public Opinion
Richard C. Eichenberg

Cornell Studies in Security Aﬀairs
June 2019 214pp 14 charts
9781501738142 £41.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Motivated by the lack of scholarly
understanding of the substantial
gender diﬀerence in attitudes toward
the use of military force, Richard C.
Eichenberg has mined a massive data
set of public opinion surveys to draw
new and important conclusions. By
analyzing hundreds of such surveys
across more than sixty countries,
Gender, War, and World Order oﬀers
researchers raw data, multiple
hypotheses, and three major ﬁndings.
Eichenberg poses three questions of
the data: Are there signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in the opinions of men and
women on issues of national security?
What diﬀerences can be discerned
across issues, culture, and time? And
what are the theoretical and political
implications of these attitudinal
diﬀerences? Within this framework,
Gender, War, and World Order
compares gender diﬀerence on
military power, balance of power,
alliances, international institutions, the
acceptability of war, defense spending,
defense/welfare compromises, and
torture.

Military Education and the
British Empire, 1815–1949
Edited by Douglas E. Delaney,
Robert C. Engen & Meghan
Fitzpatrick

March 2019 268pp 19 b&w photos, 6
tables, 3 charts
9780774837545 £31.00 NIP
UBC PRESS

Military education was the lifeblood of
the armies, navies, and air forces of
the British Empire and an essential
ingredient for success in both war and
peace. Military Education and the
British Empire is the ﬁrst major
scholarly work to address the role of
military education in maintaining the
empire throughout the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Bringing together
the world’s top scholars on the
subject, this book places distinct
national narratives – Canadian,
Australian, South African, British, and
Indian – within a comparative context.
Ultimately, this book allows readers to
consider the connections between
education and empire from a
transnational perspective.
Common military education was the
lifeblood of the armies, navies, and air
forces of the British Empire. It
permeated every aspect of the
profession of arms and was an
essential ingredient for success in both
war and peace. Military Education and
Empire is the ﬁrst major scholarly work
to address the role of military
education in maintaining the empire
throughout the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

Quarters

The Accommodation of the British
Army and the Coming of the
American Revolution
John Gilbert McCurdy

June 2019 312pp 20 b&w halftones, 3
maps
9781501736605 £37.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

When Americans declared
independence in 1776, they cited King
George III "for quartering large bodies
of armed troops among us." In
Quarters, John Gilbert McCurdy
explores the social and political history
behind charge, oﬀering an
authoritative account of the housing
of British soldiers in America. Providing
new interpretations and analysis of the
Quartering Act of 1765, McCurdy
sheds light on a misunderstood aspect
of the American Revolution.
Quarters unearths the vivid debate in
eighteenth-century America over the
meaning of place. It asks why the
previously uncontroversial act of
accommodating soldiers in one's
house became an unconstitutional act.
In so doing, Quarters reveals new
dimensions of the origins of
Americans' right to privacy. It also
traces the transformation of military
geography in the lead up to
independence, asking how barracks
changed cities and how attempts to
reorder the empire and the
borderland led the colonists to
imagine a new nation.

Books stocked at Marston Book Services
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Signature Wounds

The Untold Story of the Military’s
Mental Health Crisis
David Kieran
April 2019 404pp
9781479892365 £27.99 HB
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Drawing on previously unreleased
documents and oral histories, David
Kieran tells the broad and nuanced
story of the Army’s eﬀorts to
understand and address these issues,
challenging the popular media view
that the Iraq War was mismanaged by
a callous military unwilling to address
the human toll of the wars. The story
of mental health during this war is the
story of how diﬀerent groups—
soldiers, veterans and their families,
anti-war politicians, researchers and
clinicians, and military leaders—
approached these issues from
diﬀerent perspectives and with
diﬀerent agendas. It is the story of
how the advancement of medical
knowledge moves at a diﬀerent pace
than the needs of an Army at war, and
it is the story of how medical
conditions intersect with larger
political questions about militarism
and foreign policy.
This book shows how PTSD, TBI, and
suicide became the signature wounds
of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
how they prompted change within the
Army itself, and how mental health
became a factor in the debates about
the impact of these conﬂicts on US
culture.

Abuses of the Erotic

Militarizing Sexuality in the Post-Cold
War United States
Josh Cerretti

Expanding Frontiers: Interdisciplinary
Approaches to Studies of Women,
Gender, and Sexuality
July 2019 246pp
9781496205568 £37.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

This work brings together scholarship
on domestic and international
militarization in relation to both
homosexuality and heterosexuality to
demonstrate how sexual and gender
politics have been deployed to bolster
U.S. military policies and how these
instances have foundationally changed
how we think of sexual and gender
politics today.

Sovereignty and Command
in Canada–US Continental Air
Defence, 1940–57
Richard Goette

Studies in Canadian Military History
January 2019 312pp 27 b&w photos, 3
illus., 4 maps
9780774836883 £28.99 NIP
UBC PRESS

Combining historical narrative with
conceptual analysis of US-Canadian
relations, Goette argues that a
functional military transition from an
air defence system based on
cooperation to one based on
integrated and centralized command
and control under NORAD allowed
Canada to retain command of its
forces and thus protect Canadian
sovereignty.

Civil War Medicine

A Surgeon’s Diary
Edited by Robert D. Hicks
May 2019 360pp
9780253040077 £33.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

This never before published diary by
29-year old surgeon James Fulton –
who joined a Union army volunteer
regiment in 1862 – transports readers
into the harsh and deadly conditions
of the Civil War, as Fulton struggles to
save the lives of the wounded and
diseased under his care.

The Empire on the Western
Front
The British 62nd and Canadian 4th
Divisions in Battle
Geoffrey Jackson

Studies in Canadian Military History
February 2019 378pp 11 b&w photos,
11 maps
9780774860147 £79.00 HB
UBC PRESS

In August 1914, Great Britain and its
dominions were faced with the
formidable challenge of transforming
masses of untrained citizen-soldiers
into competent, coordinated ﬁghting
divisions. Focuses on the development
of two such divisions to show how the
British Expeditionary Force rose to this
challenge.

Docu-Fictions of War

Scratch One Flattop

May 2019 354pp
9781496214256 £23.99 PB
9781496207746 HB

Twentieth-Century Battles
June 2019 360pp
9780253039293 £37.00 HB

U.S. Interventionism in Film and
Literature
Tatiana Prorokova

The First Carrier Air Campaign and the
Battle of the Coral Sea
Robert C. Stern

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Prorokova analyzes how
representational narratives have
highlighted a humanitarian rationale
behind American involvement in many
wars, whether the stated goals were
to free the oppressed from tyranny,
stop genocide, or rid the world of
terrorism. The book explores the gap
between history—what allegedly
happened—and the cultural
mythology.

In Scratch One Flattop historian Robert
C. Stern analyzes the Battle of the
Coral Sea, the ﬁrst major ﬂeet
engagement where the warships were
never in sight of each other. Stern
covers not only the action of the ships
and their air groups but also describes
the impact of this pivotal engagement.

The Sexual Economy of War

Witness to the Storm

Discipline and Desire in the U.S. Army
Andrew Byers

Battlegrounds: Cornell Studies in
Military History
May 2019 306pp 2 graphs
9781501736445 £33.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

In this title, Andrew Byers argues that
in the early twentieth century,
concerns about unregulated sexuality
aﬀected every aspect of how the US
Army conducted military operations.
He shows that none of the issues
related to current debates about
gender, sex, and the military are new
at all.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

A Jewish Journey from Nazi Berlin to
the 82nd Airborne, 1920–1945
Werner T. Angress
May 2019 358pp
9780253039132 £19.99 PB
9780253039125 £54.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

A testament to the power of
perseverance and forgiveness, Witness
to the Storm is the spellbinding story
of Werner T. Angress, a GermanJewish boy who escaped from the
Nazis, only to return to Germany with
the 82nd Airborne to ﬁght to rescue
the country that had betrayed him.

